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Summary
● We all know solar is cheap. Really cheap.
● Gigawatts of solar being built to sell into the merchant market in Spain,

the U.S, and even Germany and the U.K.
● The recent auction in Portugal shows that grid connections are so

valuable that solar and storage developers are willing to pay to get them,
never mind ask for subsidies
● Do these Portuguese and merchant projects make sense? I’m hoping

our other panelists can tell us….
● Price cannibalization is almost inevitable
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Cheapest source of new bulk
generation, 1H 2020

Spain
$33 for
PV vs
$28
wind

PV or wind is now
the cheapest source
of bulk electricity in
countries with twothirds of the world’s
population and 72%
of GDP

Source: BloombergNEF. Note: The map indicates for each country the technology with the lowest LCOE for new build plants. The dollar numbers below the country
name denotes the per MWh benchmark levelized cost of the cheapest technology. LCOE calculations exclude subsidies, tax credit or grid connection costs. CCGT:
combined cycle gas turbine.
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Successful bids in Portugal's 2020 PVplus-storage auction

Source: BloombergNEF
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Estimated project cashflows under solar
+ storage option in Portuguese auction

Source: BloombergNEF Note: Prices in nominal terms. Realized solar electricity prices out to 2038 are provided by Portuguese authorities. We assumed a 3%
reduction in real terms between year 16 (2039) and 40 (2063), and applied a 2.05% inflation rate.
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Portuguese forecast realized solar price
by auction lot

Source: DGEG (Portugal Directorate General for Energy), BloombergNEF
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BloombergNEF (BNEF) is a leading provider
of primary research on clean energy,
advanced transport, digital industry,
innovative materials, and commodities.
BNEF’s global team leverages the world’s
most sophisticated data sets to create clear
perspectives and in-depth forecasts that
frame the financial, economic and policy
implications of industry-transforming trends
and technologies.

BNEF research and analysis is accessible via
web and mobile platforms, as well as on the
Bloomberg Terminal.
Coverage.
Clean energy
Advanced transport
Commodities
Digital industry

Jenny Chase,
jchase12@bloomberg.net
Client enquiries:
Bloomberg Terminal: press <Help> key twice
Email: support.bnef@bloomberg.net
Learn more:
about.bnef.com | @BloombergNEF
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Financing solar and innovative
business models
Solar Power Europe Summit
30 September 2020
Alessandro Boschi – Head of Renewable Energy Division - EIB
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The EU’s Climate Bank
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What does EIB do?
LENDING

•
•
•
•

SOLAR SECTOR
LOANS
GUARANTEES
HYBRID/MEZZANINE
EQUITY

•
•
•
•

PROJECT FINANCE
CORPORATE LOANS
FRAMEWORK LOANS
EQUITY FUNDS

BLENDING

• CO-FINANCING
• FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
WITH THE EC

• EFSI, INNOVFIN
• INVESTEU
• JUST TRANSITION
INITIATIVE

ADVISING

• TECHNICAL
• FINANCIAL

• EIAH
• ELENA
• JASPERS

WHAT DO WE
NOT DO?

• GRANTS
• RE-FINANCING
• M&A

We can however manage
or provide TA in relation to
grants provided by the EC
(e.g. Modernization Fund)
16
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New Energy Lending Policy - Support to solar
• RE and solar key to decarbonization

• Solar recognized as a competitive/mature
RE technology
• Large scale of the challenge particularly
for solar
• Support to market integration (e.g.
corporate PPAs) and new business models
• Regional cooperation, cross border
schemes
• Decentralized and community schemes
The EIB Board approved new Energy
Lending Policy on 14 November 2019

• Support to RDI and innovative low carbon
technologies

https://www.eib.org/en/publications/eib-energy-lending-policy

European Investment Bank Group
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Commercial PPAs - growing market with some open issues

•

Potentially good instrument to make projects bankable in absence of subsidies

•

Ongoing study to identify the drivers and barriers for RE cPPA projects to access financing

•

EIB in discussion with EC to create a dedicated thematic product under Invest EU

•

Main open issues :
- Lack of standardization and high transaction costs
- Counterparty risk
- Contractual conditions e.g. tenors, capture price risk, volumes etc
- Regulatory barriers in some countries
- COVID-19 impacts
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Talayuela Solar PV in Spain (Case Study)
•

Utility scale Solar PV project
(Capacity: 180MW; CAPEX: 180
MEUR) on non-recourse project
finance basis in Spain

•

EIB support through senior debt
(75MEUR) and intermediated
financing (40MEUR) via commercial
banks; involvement since
intermediate stage of development
(advise throughout contract
negotiations)

•

Outside regulatory support; 10 year
utility PPA (fixed price) for 80% or
production, 3 year merchant tail

•

Promoter: PV developer, EPC
contractor, investment fund
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However PPAs alone may not get us there

• Solar capture prices are forecasted to decrease significantly as a result of
the increasing penetration of renewables
• The situation is particularly relevant for solar (as opposed to wind) because
of the higher cannibalization effect
• Solar LCOEs are also expected to reduce but not at the same pace

• As a result of that public support schemes (e.g. CfDs) are likely to be
necessary in order to deliver the capacity needed to meet EU targets
20
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An innovative support scheme – the EU RE Financing
Mechanism
• Cross-border cooperation foreseen by EC under the new RED2
• Consists of EU tenders organized between host/contributing MS

• Private developers can participate to tenders and receive support
• EIB can support projects applying to the EU RE Financing Mechanism
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Thank you!
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24/7 Carbon-Free Energy
by 2030

Google CEO Sundar Pichai announcement on 14 September 2020

Where we stand currently

Globally, performance in
2019 varies across
sites; our global hourly
clean energy
average is 61%

100% RE does not fundamentally solve the problem
Due do the variability associated with renewables, we still rely heavily on coal and gas from the grid
during periods of low wind or solar

Carbon-free energy supply

Gaps in carbon-free energy

January 1
December 31

Iowa data center hour by hour (2018)

Scenario: every hour of electricity use at Chile data center
Without solar and wind PPAs, just over half our energy use in Chile would be matched with carbon-free sources on an hourly basis

Status Quo (without Google PPAs)
January 1

December 31

42% carbon-free energy

Midnight
Morning
Noon
Afternoon
Evening
0% match with carbonfree energy

100% match with
carbon-free energy

Actual: every hour of electricity use at Chile data center
Google’s first solar PPA in Chile significantly increased our data center’s carbon-free matching

Actual (with 80 MW Google solar)
January 1

December 31

63% carbon-free energy

Midnight
Morning
Noon
Afternoon
Evening
0% match with carbonfree energy

100% match with
carbon-free energy

Projected: every hour of electricity use at Chile data center
A new solar + wind PPA will fill in the gaps, enabling us to match almost 100% of our electricity use with carbon-free resources on an
hourly basis

Actual (with 80 MW solar + new 35 MW solar + new 90 MW wind)
January 1

December 31

>90% carbon-free energy

Midnight
Morning
Noon
Afternoon
Evening
0% match with
carbon-free energy

100% match with
carbon-free energy

We aspire to source 100% carbon-free energy at all times

January 1

December 31

Midnight
Morning
Noon
Afternoon
Evening
0% match with carbonfree energy

100% match with
carbon-free energy

Transactions
Buy more and different types of
clean energy deployed locally.

Technology

Policy

Accelerate technology
innovation.

Advocating for policy
changes to decarbonize
electricity grids.
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Introduction: ABInBev is the world’s largest brewer with
global distribution and a local footprint with incredible scale
Europe
North America

We are the largest European global brewer,
headquartered in Leuven, Belgium with more than
600 years of Brewing expertise

260

50+

6

breweries

countries

global zones

170,000

105+

630

employees

nationalities

brands across several
beverage categories

APAC
Middle Americas

Africa
South America

2025 Goal: 100% of our purchased electricity will come from
renewable sources
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Budweiser will soon be brewed with renewable
electricity in Europe
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Improving project credibility
→ Non (or limited) recourse nature
of debt in project finance means that
the project’s creditworthiness solely
relies on its expected cashflows:
they should be forecastable, reliable
and stable.

Different aspects of bankability:
• Project development
• CAPEX
• OPEX

Improving project credibility: CAPEX-side
→ CAPEX is ca. 80% of LCOE, and hardware is ca.
80% of CAPEX, with modules + inverters being ca.
80% of hardware cost

Rapid pace of innovation makes additional testing and
inspection valuable to reinforce credibility:
• Factory inspections (IECRE OD-405 and IEC
TS 62941)
• IEC 61215 as a minimum, often longer
durations
• Additional performance and durability tests
(abrasion/dust, LID, PID, etc.)
• LeTID for PERC!

Improving project credibility: development
→ Get the roadmap right
•

Interconnection:
• transmission and congestion risks under scrutiny
• Performance ratios (beware with bifacial)

•

Financial models:
• Independently reviewed yield assessment
• Realistic contingencies (typically underestimated
for EPC and O&M)
• Degradation rates (beware of module-implied
system degradation)

•

Power plant certification?

•

Offtake strategies: focus is on offtakers’
creditworthiness

Optimizing revenue models
→ In a post-subsidized era, merchant
exposure will become the norm
•

Offset merchant risk

•

Combined PV and storage (load shifting,
but also ancillary services)

•

Microgrids and virtual power plants

•

PV monitoring and analytics
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